
   It is important for children to learn the difference between right 
and wrong at an early age. Punishment is necessary to help them 
learn this distinction. To what extent do you agree or disagree with 
this opinion? What sort of punishment should parents and teachers 
be allowed to use to teach good behavior to children?

   Bringing up polite and well-mannered children is the most important issue 
and worry for all parents around the world. Punishment is an essential key to 
trainin traing young children to behave properly. While penalizing young 
children has constantly been controversial, how to punish them, by verbal 
punishment or corporal punishment, and in what way is also an important 
matter. The parent’s parents’ smallest act may cause a huge irreparable 
damage to children. 

   From ancient times up to now, it was common to punish children 
corporally. They did not pay attention to all the possible effects which may 
have been on children. Meanwhile, the nature of the punishment has its 
fruitful aspect too if it is applied by a proper method. The important matter is 
that there must be coordination between the kind of crimes and 
punishments. For instance, when a child utters inappropriate words, a fair 
punishment for this could be not to talk them for a short period of time or 
not to play with their friends. Some memories from my childhood were that 
my parents did not talk to me for a short time as a punishment and because 
of my personality it had a suitable result on me. 

   The simplest method of raising kids which is seen is that become 
conditional by people for treating animals such as dogs. People’s children 
due to having intelligent capability, only if they are taught proper behavior 
by a special methods intelligently can they learn to behave correctly sooner 
than animals.

Physical punishment is no longer used in most of the developed countries. It 
could still be found in underdevelopment underdeveloped countries. This 
form of punishment has its negative effect on children’s future and may rear 
aggressive, ruthless and bully adults or against them lack of confidence, Self-
esteem, under determination and insecurity might happen to them. All of the 
disreputable criminals have often had a pitiful pass in their childhood. 

   To conclude, punishment is necessary to teach children morality and help 
them learn to distinguish suitable behavior from inappropriate ones. 
However, in my opinion, penalizing children must be verbal and to some 



extent practical and it is necessary that to heed notices the personality type 
of them when some punishment will beis applying applied to them.      


